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S
tandards touch our lives every day. They keep us safe, make our products work together, and ensure repeatable processes. Hundreds, if not thousands, of organizations develop standards. While the methods they use might vary, I've found commonalities across the world of standardization. Creating standards is interesting and sometimes strange. I'd like to illustrate, by way of brief stories, insights I've gained over decades of work in the field of standards. These insights come from my book, The Ten Commandments for Effective Standards. Hopefully, you will enjoy them and not think that I am a standards deviant (see Figure ) .
COOPERATE ON STANDARDS, COMPETE ON PRODUCTS
This insight overarches the world of standards to bring a successful outcome. A few years ago, I was part of a particularly challenging standardization e ort. Leading companies were ghting over which technology would become the industry standard. The technology that "won" would give the original owner a competitive advantage. Two camps emerged, and the battle raged. A member of the opposing camp attempted to stop the progress of the camp I was in by using a unique approach: sending letters to our managers, calling on them to make us stop or even terminate our employment. The strategy back red when our managers praised us for our good work. In the end, seven companies came together and contributed their own technologies to be merged into a uni ed standard.
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The industry was then well-positioned to compete on products that supported the standard.
BE CAREFUL WITH PATENTS AND STANDARDS
The combination of patents and standards is quite powerful, resulting in what's called a standard-essential patent or essential patent claim. Imagine that you own a patent that's infringed on by everyone who implements an industry standard. Before getting dollar signs in your eyes, know that there are rules you have to follow or else you risk losing rights to your patent. Last year, when the IEEE Standards Association updated its patent policy, I found myself in the midst of the most contentious debate I'd ever been involved with. Proponents and opponents of the update were vocal and visible. Being told that I could personally cause the demise of IEEE was peculiar, to say the least. Periodic updates to the patent policy will occur, as they have in the past, to keep IEEE current with the state of the art for patents and standards.
KNOW WHEN TO STOP
Standards aren't always successful. That's part of the beauty of a marketdriven standardization paradigm, which IEEE uses. It's important that groups working on standards be aware if their work is going nowhere or if the likelihood of the standard being adopted is nil. I was a member of a committee that worked on a standard for many years, and the standard appeared to be nearing a dead end. During a committee meeting at a hotel, breaks were signaled by a hotel sta person ringing a large bell. The person sitting next to me started chanting, Monty Python-style, "Bring out your dead. Bring out your dead.…" I laughed so hard my stomach hurt. It was probably time to stop working on that particular standard.
BE OPEN
This is fundamental to standards development, and yet it has many interpretations. I had fun doing a bit of research on the de nition of "open" for a blog post: https://blogs.synopsys.com /t hes t a nd a rd sga me/ / /a n -internationa l-def inition-of-open -standards. In the world of standards, it's important to know that "open" doesn't mean "free." Developing and maintaining a standard aren't costfree endeavors. Resources, including money, are required. Standards organizations fund their work using various sources such as membership fees, sale of standards, grants, and donations. One time, I was a member of a standards committee that needed a few thousand dollars to complete the spec i cation it was creating. I was asked to be the fundraiser, and I agreed. I learned something from that experience-I really don't like fundraising. Even though I was successful in obtaining the funds, I felt strange holding out my virtual tin cup, reminding myself that open did not mean free. IEEE standards activities are open for all interested parties to contribute to, from providing technology to brain power, and, yes, even money. 
STANDARDS AREN'T NEUTRAL
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USE EXISTING ORGANIZATIONS AND PROCESSES
New ideas and needs for standards come up all the time. The best way to start a new standards project is to find an existing organization to work within. (IEEE is the best one, of course!) A long-running standards body has much to offer in the way of proven processes, resources, and reputation. In rare situations, a group might have to create their own standards organization. Quite a while ago, a consortium of companies formed to produce a standard unique to their marketplace. They started from scratch to develop their bylaws and policies and procedures (P&Ps, as we affectionately call them), and six months later, they were still working on them. The real work to develop their standard hadn't even begun. One of their members asked me to review the work in progress for their set of bylaws and P&Ps. After a cursory glance and a large sigh, I suggested that they contact another standards organization that had wellestablished rules of governance. The startup consortium was delighted when the established organization said, "Sure! You can copy our bylaws and P&Ps." Finally, they were able to do the work they really wanted to.
STANDARDS MUST BE RELEVANT
If a standard isn't put into practice, then it's just an intellectual exercise. Exercising your intellect is a good thing, but there are more entertaining ways of doing it than by creating a standard that nobody wants. I first began to use standards in earnest when I was tasked with developing a design system for radiation-hardened application-specific integrated circuits. One of my colleagues showed me a fancy standard that was supposed to be used for waveform display. Elegant as the standard was, nobody in the industry was interested in using it. The white three-ring binder (yes, it was a long time ago) sat on the shelf as lonely and miserable as Eeyore. That's when I learned the fundamental lesson that working on a standard that won't be adopted is a waste of valuable time and resources.
THERE'S MORE THAN ONE WAY TO CREATE A STANDARD
When you think about standards, a vision of a committee might pop into your head: hands raising with "I'd like to make a motion," or a di ligent technical writer madly scribbling down complex constructs. Formal committees are certainly effective in producing high-quality, well-received standards. Yet there are other unusual ways to create standards. One day, my boss at the time said, "Karen, let's make a standard format using the open source process instead of a committee. Go make it happen." Frankly, at the time, it seemed like a crazy idea. But we proceeded to do just that-create an open source standard and a method for creating additional ones. Skeptics seem to materialize rapidly whenever you try something new. In this case, the biggest skeptic was our major competitor. 
START WITH DONATIONS, NOT FROM SCRATCH
Creating a standard isn't a trivial task. There's much to consider, from the technology itself to how products and services will implement it. Developing a standard from a blank slate would be way too daunting for me. Instead, using existing technology gives an instant start to a timely and effective standard. However, if someone donates technology to a standards committee, it must be understood that the technology will likely be modified to fit a more generalpurpose standard. Without this understanding, disagreements (shall I say fights?) will be part of the standard's development process. There will be enough dissention during the process anyway, so expecting a donation to remain 100 percent intact in the final standard isn't realistic. Although it might be amusing to watch committee members fight ("You're a bonehead", "I'm not a bonehead, you're a bonehead") followed by pens thrown on the table and people walking out (true story-I was there, but only as an observer), the real work of developing a standard is more rewarding than seeing drama unfold in a committee meeting. Science & Engineering (CiSE) .
STANDARDS HAVE BOTH TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS ASPECTS
Because CiSE appears in the IEEE Xplore and AIP library packages, representing more than 50 scientifi c and engineering societies, your institution is bound to have it.
